
The Product
TSYS Targeted Messaging is an automated, multi-
channel marketing solution that empowers marketers 
to design, execute and manage precisely timed and 
targeted campaigns. It allows financial institutions 
to effectively engage cardholders across a variety of 
channels based on their preferred method 
of communication. 

The Value
By efficiently integrating complex customer data from 
multiple sources, including email, websites, transactions 
and social media, TSYS Targeted Messaging provides 
rich insights into customer interactions and behaviors.  
This data integrationallows you to create individualized, 
interactive conversations that drive growth by boosting 
your sales and improving your marketing ROI using 
actionable and consumable data delivered using SaaS.  
Installed within TSYS data centers and using TSYS 
compliance requirements, this product provides you 
the security of a single, integrated platform. 

The Features
With TSYS Targeted Messaging, you can quickly adjust 
your strategy based on market trends, make relevant 
marketing offers using the most appropriate channels, 
and track campaign effectiveness with the following:

Performance Reporting –  Monitor the effectiveness of 
campaigns and make rapid adjustments with real-time 
dashboard reporting.

Triggered Events – Automatically prompt campaigns 
based on different types of events, including multi-step 
messaging to customers at designated intervals or 
based on their responses to previous steps in 
the campaign. 

On-Demand Campaigns –  Build and launch a 
customer campaign at any time, capitalizing on current 
market opportunities.

Recurring Campaigns – Automatically develop and 
execute a campaign based on specified time intervals.
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Gain sharp customer insights that allow you to execute a multi-channel and precisely 
timed marketing campaign that motivates cardholders and drives growth. 

Marketers are challenged to engage their customers consistently across all channels in a real-

time and interactive way. In today’s marketplace, consumers expect personalized and relevant 

communication with companies with which they do business. With TSYS Targeted Messaging, 

generate customized, multi-channel campaigns that effectively engage your cardholders 

based on their preferences and needs.



The Benefits
TSYS Targeted Messaging enables you to 
learn more about your cardholders with 
rich insights into customer interactions 
and behaviors using a single, secure, 
integrated platform.  Pre-configured data 
and visualizations allow you to immediately 
gain value and drive campaign strategies. 
Limited IT resources are required to deploy, 
reducing start up time to experience the 
benefits of putting your data into motion.  

• Gain a comprehensive view of 
customers across channels to cultivate 
conversations at the right place and 
right time. 

• Convienently and efficiently manage 
large amounts of valuable customer data 
in real time from multiple sources.

• Experience speed to market and 
operational efficiencies with pre-configured 
data and limited IT resources.

• Actively engage customers with 
personalized and consistent messaging 
across multiple channels.

• Avoid waste and inefficiency with real-
time dashboard reporting that allows 
you to make rapid adjustments to your 
marketing strategy. 

• Experience data security using 
TSYS compliance requirements and  
installation within TSYS data centers.

Ask About
Our broader solution suite called TSYS 
Analytics IntelliSuiteSM, which provides a 
revolutionary way to utilize analytics for 
business decisions to drive growth by 
boosting sales and improving marketing 
ROI. Further unlock the power of your 
data with TSYS Analytics IntelliSuite.

put your data 
into motion
With TSYS Targeted Messaging, you can 
quickly adjust your strategy based on 
market trends, make relevant marketing 
offers using the most appropriate channels, 
and track campaign effectiveness with 
the following:
•  Performance Reporting

• Triggered Events 

• On-Demand Campaigns

• Recurring Campaigns

key benefits
Turn your data into actionable customer 
insights with TSYS Targeted Messaging and 
experience the benefits of: 

•  Speed to Market
 - Pre-configured data model
 - Limited IT resources required for launch 

• Streamlined, efficient workflows
 - Pre-configured visualizations 
 - Operational efficiencies

• Single, secure, integrated platform
 - Installed within TSYS data centers
 -Uses existing TSYS compliance requirements

• Consistent cardholder messaging
 - Single view of cardholders across channels
 
 -Central repository for all messaging
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to learn more  about

tsys targeted messaging 

contact +1.706.649.2307  
or email tsysmarketing@tsys.com

Also visit us on the Web at www.tsys.com/analytics.

  twitter.com/tsys_tss         

  facebook.com/tsys1         

  linkedin.com/company/tsys

Gain holistic view of 
customer behavior.

Motivate customer action.Generate personalized 
and relevant customer 
communication.


